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Dear Camper,
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Thank you for reviewing this document that explains the Full Seasonal Plan. You can start a full
seasonal agreement virtually any time during the camping season. If you elect to start your full seasonal
agreement after April 1, your agreement price will be pro-rated for the time of your agreement dates. All
full seasonal agreements end on December 31. All Full Seasonal Plan funds are non-transferrable (e.g.
to another person or entity) and must be used in the camping season in which they are purchased. They
cannot be carried over to future seasons. They expire on the last day of the camping season in which
they were purchased.

If you have any questions about this document, please call us at 610-913-8658.
Happy camping!

Sincerely,
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John Daly
President – Cloud Nine Resorts, Inc.
DBA – Warwick Woods Campground

Disclaimer: The prices, discounts and examples in this document have been tested and should give you accurate
pricing for the Full Seasonal Plan used in the example on the following pages. However, we do not certify, in any way,
that this document is free from errors. All prices are subject to change without notice. For more information, please call
the Warwick Woods Camping Plan Line at 610-913-8658.
Notice: Any alterations to the contents of this document, render it invalid.
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Overview
A Full Seasonal Plan generally runs from 4/1 through 12/31. However, it is possible to start a Full
Seasonal Plan after 4/1. The primary difference between Full Seasonal and Partial Seasonal is that the
Partial Seasonal Plan is meant to have a specific start and stop date during the camping season.
Whereas Full Seasonal camping agreements have an end date of 12/31, with an option to continue into
the next season either on the same or different campsite as the current year.
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Example
The Jones’ want to start a Full Seasonal Agreement beginning on 6/1/18. They have two adults on their
agreement. They have chosen to include the Onsite Disposal Service as part of their agreement. The
only other expense will be their electric use and any other products or services they purchase that are
offered by the campground.

Below is the information necessary to provide them with the price of their agreement.

All seasonal agreements
end on December 31.
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Water, Electric and included Onsite
Wastewater Disposal Service.

This section provides a little more information about the site they selected.

This is the site number they selected.
This number represents the size of the
site. Each site has a size rating from 1 to
4. 1 being the smallest and 4 being the
largest. Virtually all of our smallest sites
can accommodate at least a 30' RV.
This number represents the setting of
the site. Each site has a setting (privacy)
rating. 1 being the least private and 4
being the most private.
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Amounts for the selected timeframe of
6/1/18 through 12/31/18.
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Amounts for the entire camping season
before any discounts.
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This section provides a summary of the cost based on their previous selections.

These are the credit/debit card prices if paid in full by 5/1/18,
7/1/18 or 9/1/18. The paid-in-full date may be different than
these dates depending on the timeframe of the agreement.
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These are the cash/check prices if paid in full by 5/1/18, 7/1/18
or 9/1/18. The paid-in-full date may be different than these
dates depending on the timeframe of the agreement.

For our onsite wastewater disposal service (aka – Virtual Full Hookup), we
put each customer on a customized schedule that works best for them.
The schedule works like this:

Sunday morning - gray, black, both or none

Tuesday afternoon - gray, black, both or none (We try to pull all
black water on this day because our waste water is picked up
Thursday morning, but it's up to you.)

Thursday afternoon - gray, black, both or none

Saturday afternoon - gray or none.
Please note: Depending on the type and/or length of your stay, you may be
limited to the number of times per week this service is provided. Additional
charges will apply for more than allotted for your stay.
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